Rapid MR imaging with suspended respiration: clinical application in the liver.
The authors demonstrate that it is possible to obtain highly T1-weighted images of the abdomen using a suspended respiration partial saturation (SRPS) method in a breath-holding interval. T2*-weighted images, which reflect tissue T2 as well as variations in the static magnetic field, can also be rapidly obtained. The authors studied five healthy subjects and 19 patients with a variety of liver abnormalities, including benign and malignant hepatic neoplasms, fatty liver infiltration, ascites, and hematoma. On T1-weighted multisection acquisitions, the entire liver can be screened for mass lesions in a single 20-second breath-holding interval. Phase-contrast SRPS images are sensitive to fatty infiltration of the liver. SRPS images are more sensitive to variations in magnetic susceptibility than spin-echo images are, which has been proved to be of value in the detection of hemorrhage. With continued pulse sequence development and clinical study, this method has the potential to become the method of choice for evaluation of the upper abdomen.